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Environmental Physiology 
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'VIII. Infiuence of Ambient T emperature, oo to 105° F, on 

Insensible Weight Loss and Moisture Vaporization in 

Holstein and J ersey Cattle 

H. J. THOMPSON, R. M. McCROSKEY, AND SAMUEL BRODY 

INTRODUCTION 

About 1614 Sanctorius wrote a book (Medica Statica, translated by John 

Quincy, London, 1720) on what he called "perspiratio insensibilis", literally 

"insensible perspiration" , usually abbreviated to "insensible loss", and which 

we shall use to mean the invisible weight Joss, that is, the difference between 

the weight of gases and vapors given off by the· body and those absorbed by the 

body. 
Given off from the body are water vapor, carbon dioxide and, especially 

in ruminants, methane; absorbed by the body is oxygen. This statement may 

be represented by the equations 
Insensible Loss= H,O + [(CO, + CH,) - 0 2 ] (1) 

and, therefore, 
Moisture Vaporization, H,O, = Insensible Loss - [ (C02 + CH, ) - 0 2] 

(2) 

The symbols represent the weights of the respective substances. 

The expression [ (CO, + CH4 ) - 0 2] will be referred to as the metabolic 

weight loss factor. 

This is part of a broad cooperative in,·estigation between the Departments of Agricul· 
tural Engineering, Dairy Husbandry, and Animal Husbandry of the i\Hssouri Agricultural 
Experiment Station, University of Missouri, and the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils. and 
Agricultural Engineering, United States Department of Agriculture. 

Acknowledgment is made to the Office of Naval Research (Ecology Branch ) for assist· 
ance under Contract N7onr·292, Task Order IV; to the National Mineral Wool Association; 
and to the Bureaus of Dairy Industry and Animal Industry of the Agricultural Research 
Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, for counsel. 

Acknowledgments are made also to A. C. Ragsdale, Department of Dairy Husbandry, 
University of Missouri, for selection of the animals, their .management, and for counsel on 
the dairy aspects; to J, C. Wooley and M. M. Jones, Department of Agricultural Engineering. 
University of Missouri, for cooperation and counsel on the engineering aspects; to Dorothy 
M. Worstell, Resident Statatician, BPISAE, for preparation of tables and charts. and to 
Wallace Hart, working under the Naval Contract, for assistance with the insensible loss 
measurements during the summer of 1948. 

H. J. Thompson a Resident Agricultural Ensineer, BPISAE. 
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Sanctorius attributed great medical significance to the insensible perspira
tion. We attribute great physiological and engineering significance to it be
cause it enables computing the rate of moisture vaporization by the method 
indicated in equation (2) above. This knowledge is significant because: 

1. The rates of moisture vaporization from animals under various condi
tions are basic engineering data needed for adapting venti.lating or air-condition
ing systems to dairy barns. 

2. The rate of moisture vaporization under various conditions is a basic 
physiological statistic needed for developing a comparative physiology of body
temperature regulation under various conditions. 

3. The ratio of heat dissipation by vaporization to heat production is the 
first step in partitioning the heat losses from the body by the four avenues: 
vaporization, radiation, convection, and conduction. This partitioning is of 
great interest to physiologists, physicists, and agricultural engineers. 

4. When the temperature of the body surf ace is equal to the ambient 
temperature, about 94•F (34.4.C) in man and, as will be shown in a subse
quent report, about 102•F (39.C) in Jersey and Holstein cattle, the heat pro· 
duced in the body is dissipated entirely by moisture vaporization. At this tem
perature the rate of heat production equals to, and can therefore be computed 
from, the rate of heat dissipation by moisture vaporization (580 Calories per 
kilogram, or 1044 Btu per pound of vaporized moisture) . (Some heat is also 
dissipated by warming the consumed water as explained in Missouri Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Research Bulletin 436; however, the vaporization of a unit weight of 
water from the skin dissipates 15 or more times as much heat as drinking the 
unit weight of cool water and warming it to body temperature. Cooling by 
drinking is nevertheless very important because much more is drunk than is 
vaporized-at 100•F, a cow may dri.nk 8 times as much water as she vaporizes.) 
Empirical conversion factors relating moisture vaporization to heat production 
may be developed for other temperatures, as Mitchell and Hamilton indeed at
tempted for cattle.' 

Incidentally, the reader interested in reviewing the extensive literature on 
the relation between insensible weight loss, moisture vaporization, respiratory 
exchange, and heat production, is referred to this monograph.'· z 

The modern method for evaluating insensible perspiration is, in principle, 
the same as that used by Sanctorius in 1614, a sketch of which, incidentally, he 
used for decorating his book. In this decoration a man is seen sitting on a 
chair which is suspended from a steelyard, watching himself lose weight. This 
method is precise for small, quiet animals (mice to dogs) in which the insensi
ble loss is large in comparison to body weight, and which can be weighed on 
an analytic balance. The animal is placed on a pan of the balance and either 

'Mitchell, H. H. and Hamilton, T. S. The estimation of heat production of cattle from 
the insensible loss in body weight. J. Agr. Res. 52, 837-854, 1936. 

'See also pp. 290-293, and 274-280 in S. Brody, Bioenergetics and Growth, Reinhold, 1945. 
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the weight loss is read directly at suitable intervals, or the time interval deter

mined for the insensible loss to equal a convenient weight placed on the counter

poise. 
The difficulty of precise insensible loss determinations for short periods 

increases rapidly with increasin,g size and with restlessness of the animal. This 

has, however, been done on well-trained man for short periods by placing him 

on a very large analytic balance (the large August Sauter analytic balance was 

used by Benedict•) sensitive to 0.1-0.3 gram in weighing a 100-kg man. Lom

bard• used a much more sensitive method for man, a combination of a true 

balance with a spring scale, one side of which was overweighted by 3 to 4 

grams so that as the man lost weight, the spring contracted, drawing the arm 

of the balance upward. A writing point connected with the balance arm and 

in contact with a kymograph drum gave a record of the weight loss in about 

two minutes. In brief, the method consists in overbalancing the side on which 

the animal is placed by a convenient weight, and determining the exact time 

required for the insensible loss to equal the weight of the counterpoise. Bene· 

dict• made 6 to 12 weighings at 10-15 minute intervals. 
Direct determination of invisible loss for short time intervals was not 

previously used for cattle. The direct short-time method by which the data here 

presented were obtained, was developed especially for this Climatic Project 

by one of us (H. J. Thompson) who, with the aid of electronic timing acces· 

sories, converted an ordinary industrial or livestock scale into a precision 

instrument indicating, by an overweight timing method, a weight loss of about 

18 gm for a 1500-lb. cow. The following is its detailed description. 

METHOD 
Basic Procedure: The method by which the side of the balance containing 

the animal is overweighted by a definite weight is not very practical for use 

with large animals. Such regularly rhythmic movements as heart beats, respira

tions, chewing of cud, etc., give scale fluctuations which can be dampened 

enough to allow scale reading by the proposed method; but larger and less 

regular movements, such as stepping or tossing of head, cause fluctuations that 

make detection of small weight changes very difficult. Therefore, it is better 

to pick the most convenient time ( rather than weight) interval for balancing 

and reading the scales. 
Under the modified method developed at the Psychroenergetic Laboratory 

the scale is balanced at convenient time intervals when the animal is relatively 

quiet. Electronic equipment is adapted to the balancing operation to make 

possible an accurate estimate of the change in the animal's body weight du ring 

a test period. 
Urine and feces are collected in a pail which is immediately ·returned to 

'Benedict, F. C. and Root, H. F .• Arch. InL Med. 38. I, 1926. 
'Lombard, W. P., A method of recording rhanges in body weight within short intervals 

of time. J, Am. Med. Assoc., 47, J9Q6. 
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the scale platform while noticeable amounts of saliva (above about 70.F) are 
collected and subtracted from -the overall insensible loss obtained from the test. 
Wet- and dry-bulb temperatures were taken during all Winter, 191jg.49 tests by 
use of a sling psychrometer. Most of the invisible loss measurements were taken 
between the hours of 9 and 12 a. m. 

Apparatus: The complete assembly is illustrated in Fig. la and the balanc· 
ing relay circuit schematically in Fig. lb. The scales are located outside the 
test chamber in the adjacent workroom. A scale platform stanchion is pro· 
vided for positioning the animal under stall conditions comparable to those 
within the chamber. 

Fig. !a-One of the two scales adapted for the weighin!< of large 
animals for insensible Joss determinations. The bracket attached to the 
scale platform bene8.th the stanchion was developed for later measure· 
ments to support the salh•a pan. 

The scale employed is the Toledo model 31-1511 FD industrial , dial indi
cating, unit with a ljg x 72-inch platform, original capacity of 2500 kilograms 
and sensitivity of 500 grams (that is, a movement of the small standard counter· 
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ELECTitON!C TUISit 

TIMER 

Fig. lb-Schematic diattram of instrumentation for determinin!! the balance point. EJ .... 
tronic circuit lay-out furnished through courtesy of Wheelco ln<truments Company. 

poise weight through one-half unit of its scale represented 500 grams). The 

scale linkage was changed to decrease the capacity of 625 kilograms and to 

increase the travel of the indicator hand four times for each change in unit 

weight. A special counterpoise weight equal to one-tenth of the small standard 

weight further amplifies the indication on the counterpoise scale, so that its 

movement through the one-half scale unit now represents only 12.5 grams. 

A Wheelco model 267 "Eiectrolink" milliampere electronic relay (Fig. la) 

setup is used for precision balancing. The packaged unit contains an electronic 

tube, relay, transformer and terminals plus a pickup " link" for sensing motion. 

The "Electrolink" operates a single pole double throw "Microswitch" in the 

60 cycle, 110 volt, 10 amp control circuit. 
A special balanced arm is affixed with an inch-wide aluminum vane or flag 

at its tip and mounted rigidly on the rear end of the scale indicator arm shaft. 

Thus the flag travels on about a 13-inch radius circle when passing without con· 

tact between the stationary coils of the pickup link. 

Of the various timing devices used, a Haydon 2200 series timing motor 

was found to be quite satisfactory. This unit really contains two motors wired 

for opposing rotation mounted on a common shaft which is geared to an indi

cator having a speed of 3 rpm in either direction. 

Principle of Electronic Relay Operation: From Fig. lb it can be shown 

that as the indicator arm shaft of the scale turns, a movement of either edge of 

the flag between the coils of the pickup link varies their mutual inductance, 

thus causing a change in the energy of the electronic circuit. The electronic 

tube then changes the flow of current through the coil of the electromagnet 

thereby causing the moving armature to actuate the control circuit switch which 

determines the direction of rotation of the timer. A flag edge movement of 

about .006 inch at the breaking point gives positive switch action. 
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Application of the Relay to Balancing Operation: Since the indicator arm 
of the scale is continually fluctuating as a result of the minor normal rhythmic 
movements of the animal, the reference point for balancing is taken as the 
breaking point of the relay. In balancing, the counterpoise is adjusted to give 
equal timing of one edge of the flag above and below the breaking point, never 
reading when the second edge of the flag passes this breaking point. This 
requires that the width of the flag be in excess of its movements induced by the 
minor normal rhythmic movements of the animal. Values of time within one 
minute vs scale counterpoise position within 12.5 grams are measured and re· 
corded approximately every ten minutes. From these values and the saliva loss, 
the insensible weight loss is computed on a constant rate basis. 

Possible Sources of Error in Scale Operation: 
1. The time element during balancing is very critical and must be held to 

a minimum (15 seconds or less) for the animal is continually losing weight. 
2. Excessive or spasmodic scale friction is detected by adding a known 

weight of from 100 to 500 gms to the scale platform immediately after tak ing 
the final balance on any one animal and ·rebalancing to see if this weight can 
be properly accounted for. This source of error can be minimized by using 
proper methods and care as required for any precision laboratory balance. 

3. The position of the animal on the scale platform may cause differences 
in indication due to either scale calibration or variability of friction between 
scale levers. Therefore, an attempt is made to keep the animal in the same 
position on the scale platform for all readings. 

4. Errors induced in the process of collecting and weighing of saliva at 
high temperatures are, no doubt, the greatest source of inaccuracy in the present 
work. The secondary scale used was sensitive to one ounce. Evaporative losses 
from the pan were reduced by keeping a thin coat of oil over the collected 
liquid. 

5. Another source of error may appear if there are changes in the dynamic 
pattern of the "minor normal rhythmic movements" of the animal during a test 
run, that is, the animal must remain on the scale at ease and in a state of equi· 
librium with its environment. This is because the assumed balance point of the 
scales might or might not be the scale balance point if there were only static load· 
ing and no linkage friction. However, this relatively minor difference between 
dynamic and static balance points will remain const .. nt for scale fluctuations of 
a given magnitude if we assume that the energy required for these fluctuations 
remains constant during the test period. Thus, we see that the minor norm'al 
rhythmic movements of an animal in a steady state actually he I p to overcome 
friction errors in estimating weight differences. 

6. Another noticeable source of error may appear in the Summer 1948 
data due to methods of control and measurements of the environment at the 
scale platform. 
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In view of all these various sources of error the estimated tolerance due to 

scale operation for the Winter 1948-49 data is ±0.04 pounds or 18 grams. 

RESULTS 

This report combines the results of two similar studies on two different 

groups of cows: 1) June to August 1948, when ambient temperature increased 

from 50' to 105'F, and 2 ) October 1948 to April 1949, when ambient tern· 

perature decreased from 50 down to o•F and then increased to 95•F. Vital 

statistics and management details with complete temperature schedules have 

been previously reported in Missouri Res. Bul. 425 (June to August 1948) and 

Res . Bul 449 (October 1948 to April 1949). 

The detailed numerical values obtained during these periods are ginn in 

T abies 1 to 4, and the overall pictures in Figs. 2 to 5. 

Our data on moisture vaporization were not determined by direct measure

ment but, as indicated in equation (2), by computation from insensible loss 

with the aid of the metabolic weight loss fru;tor based on respiratory exchange 

data previously reported for this experiment by H. H. Kibler et al, in Missouri 

Res. Buls. 435 and 450, 1949. 

The analytical relation between moisture vaporization and insensible loss 

at different ambient temperatures is illustrated in Fig. 2. This shows that near 

ambient temperature 100•F, moisture vaporization is virtually identical with 

insensible loss because the metabolic weight loss factor in equation (2) ap· 

proaches zero. This metabolic weight loss factor tends to disappear near 100' F 

because: 1) the feed consumption is reduced and, consequently, little methane 
• 

is produced; 2) under the depressed feed intake the respiratory quotient (ratio 

of the volu.mes of co" produced and 0, consumed) tends to approach 0.73, when 

the weight of carbon dioxide produced equals the u·l'ight of oxygen consumed, 

and so the metabolic weight loss factor approaches zero. At O'F, on the other 

hand, the ratio of moisture vapor loss to total insensible loss ranged from 42 to 

72 per cent (Fig. 2) depending on the level and fate of feed consumed, "'hich 

determines the values of the respiratory quotient and methane. For instance, 

when the respiratory quotient is 1.0, the ratio of the weight of carbon dioxide 

produced to the weight of the oxygen consumed is not 1.0 but 1.4 (44/32i 

necessitating correction of the insensible weight loss by the metabolic weight 

loss in computing moisture vaporization. 

The curves in the lowP.r segment of Fig. 3, showing the proportion of heat 

dissipation by evaporative cooling, are particularly significant. For compara· 

tive purposes, an e"aporative ratio cur\'e for man is also shown. The crossings 

of the 100 per cent evaporative ratio curve for the cow at 102• F and for man 

at 94" F, of course, coincide with the temperatures at which air and skin sur. 

face become equal. Ambient temperatures 102'F (39"C) in the cou·, and 

94"F (34.4.C) in man, are thus important physiological constants in the tem

perature-regulating scheme of the body, but of different significance because 
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+ 0.2 " 0.2 
10 9 
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35 32 

•42 39 
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0 61 53 
66 58 
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90 78 
94 78 
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•61 54 
64 58 
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85 75 
90 79 
95 78 

0.0 " 0.8 
11 10 
22 20 
36 32 ... 40 
48 44 

• 63 53 
65 58 
70 64 
78 86 
80 69 
85 74 
91 79 
94 78 
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TABLE 1--INSENSTBLE LOSS AND EVAPORATIVE LOSS IN JERSEY CATTLE 

October 1948 to Apr11 1949 

Insen- V~oorlzecl Molsturet, per hr 
Body Weight Relative No. Slblt gms I gms I• ~~~· per Isms per 

Humidity of l lbs. LOss Pfr ptr 1000 lbs. 500 kg. 
%•• Obser. kg. gmjhr. cow sq.m. body wt. body wt. 

zersez 502 

84 2 $84 845 200 94 22 .244 122 
67 2 374 623 214 119 29 .31'7 158 
75 2 380 836 289 210 so .551 275 
76 2 381 838 272 177 42 .464 232 
74 2 368 610 316 222 54 .601 300 
60 2 397 873 341 227 53 .571 286 
60 2 392 862 450 343 81 .673 436 
64 2 394 667 472 359 84 .909 454 
72 2 402 884 534 454 !OS 1.126 563 
60 2 411 904 825 728 167 1.788 884 
62 2 410 902 864 782 179 1.903 952 
62 2 411 904 900 835 191 2.02$ 1014 
60 2 394 867 830 781 184 1.977 988 
so 2 384 845 824 775 185 2.013 1006 

zeruz 508 

64 2 411 904 230 166 38 .403 202 
80 2 400 880 242 158 27 .394 197 
75 2 396 871 252 118 42 .449 224 
81 2 391 860 260 190 45 .485 242 
74 2 366 849 350 278 66 .714 357 
66 2 407 895 347 251 58 .615 308 
83 1 430 948 425 347 78 .80S 402 
68 2 41< 911 444 368 84 .887 444 
84 2 420 924 550 482 109 1.145 572 
60 2 429 944 775 688 154. 1.600 800 
59 2 44Q 968 903 832 184 1.687 944 
62 2 439 968 803 706 158 1.605 802 
80 2 434 955 883 832 185 1.913 956 
48 2 426 937 823 746 168 1.746 873 

Jersev 933 
78 2 412 906 189 108 25 .261 130 
79 2 398 876 238 166 39 .416 208 ,. 2 394 887 261 165 39 .418 209 
72 2 395 869 261 194 45 .490 245 
78 2 386 849 353 278 66 .719 360 
75 2 404 889 341 243 58 .600 300 
51 1 414 911 444 368 84 .887 444 
65 2 411 904 492 434 100 1.054 527 
69 2 423 931 582 504 114 1.188 594 
60 2 432 950 762 674 ISO 1.556 778 
58 2 436 959 867 759 188 1.736 868 
61 2 431 948 800 707 158 1.836 818 
60 2 430 948 777 741 166 1.720 860 
48 2 415 913 835 758 173 1.825 912 

Vaporized 
rnolsture 

Total heat 
producttont 

% 
6.7 
8.1 

14,0 
14, 2 
19.2 
20.4 

32.8 
40.8 
63.2 
63.8 
64.4 
65.3 
au 

11,1 
12.6 
11.7 
15.2 
25.0 
23.6 

39.2 
49.5 
&1.0 
88.9 
67.4 
66.1 
74.4 

7.1 
12.4 
10.0 
13.0 
22.6 
23.5 

SM 
50.2 
65.3 
54.0 
60.6 
76.5 
79.0 

t Metabolic wefght los.se.s trom Table 9; hea.t production. !rom closed~elrcW.t method, Table 4 Missouri Re· 
search Bulletin -450; surfa.ce area was computed from t~ •• equation: Surface Area tn square meter$ • 0.15 
<Weight in Kg)0,56 <See Missouri Research Bulletin 89, page 10). 

• The met.abolle weiglrt losses at these temperatures are estimated. 
• • The relative humidity values 2.re averages and were not computed from tho given averages for dry· and 

wet·bulb ternperat\IJ'es, 

the rectal temperature of man is normal at ambient temperature 94 ·r, but 
rectal temperature of the cow is febrile (106 to 108.F) at ambient tempera· 
ture 102•r. The sharp change in slope of the curve for man in the so·r region 
eYidently reflects initiation of active sweating. The change in the slope of the 
curYe for the cow in the 55 to 65 ·r region may reflect a rise in respiration rate 
!panting). The respiration rate in the cow increased steadily from 0 to 65•F, 
and at a sharply increased slope thereafter (see Missouri Res. Buls. 435 and 
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Fig. 2-111ustrates how the ratio of water vapor loss to insensible loss in· 
creases with increasing ambient temperaturet really with derreasing feed con
sumption which depresses the metabolic weight loss factor. 

11 

450, 1949). (The irregularity in all curves between 40 and so•r probably 
reRects the initial lowering of ambient temperature from 40 to O'F; then raising 
it from 50 to 95'F; supplementary data (not shown) on moisture vaporization 
for the Control cows show slightly higher values at 50'F, which would appear 
to indicate that the data shown at 40'F are slightly high and those shown at 
50'F slightly low.) 

The greatly accelerated evaporative cooling rate in man (above that of the 
cow) above 94' F, of course, reRects his accelerated sweating rate above this 
temperature. Below about 80'F, however, several factors give a greater evap· 
orative advantage to cows than to man. The most dramatic of these advantages, 
which we discovered$ some years ago, is that the cow's pulmonary ventilation 
rate--an evaporative cooling mechanism-is twice as great as that of man, as 
indicated by differences in composition of expired air in cow (2 per cent 0. 

'&e pp. 340-2 and 416-17, Ref. 2. 
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TABLE 2--lNSENSl81..E LOSS AND EVAPORATI'VI LOSS IN HOLSTi:IN CATTLE 

Oetober 1948 to AprU l t 4t 

Tom.f;rat<a<e 11.\S-en- Vaporized Motaturet, per hr 
Relative No, ~w"'"' tlblt Ifni I 1m• I J~~· per·l:m• per 

Dry J Wet Humidity ot 
J<a. I Loss _per per 1000 lbs. $00 kg. 

Bulb Bulb %•• Obler. lbs. P>lhr· COW aq,m, body wt. body wt. 

Holstein lS& 

• 1.0 - 1.8 85 2 , .. 13()7 24$ 104 II . 175 88 
10 0 78 2 '" 12tl 281 150 30 .2<18 134 
21 20 n 2 113 1211 sst 213 .. .371 184 
3S 30 Ill 2 502 1302 383 2013 4t ,443 222 

•u 42 75 2 157 U25 «3 3&8 82 .570 285 
40 43 so 2 U4 1307 413 280 52 .470 235 

•03 52 4t I 558 1228 S2S 440 85 .788 394 
IS 59 88 2 ITS 1267 575 48< u .838 419 
71 85 70 2 584 1285 840 742 u o 1.268 634 
78 67 62 2 59t 1318 1022 804 168 1.507 754 
80 71 66 2 591 1300 1071 844 110 1.594 191 
90 77 56 I ,.. 1201 875 828 161 1.509 754 

Holstein 108 

- u - 2.2 12 2 Ul uoo 238 134 25 .226 113 
t 8 72 2 $.88 1289 285 115 3S .298 14t 

21 19 14 2 173 1261 358 250 48 .435 218 
•44 42 n 2 sse 1223 497 314 72 .672 338 
40 42 56 2 585 128"1 412: 284 53 .484 242 
·se 51 58 I $77 1269 544 440 84 .780 380 
GS 58 54 2 581 1278 553 48$ 92 .834 417 
70 03 66 2 Ito 1311 845 740 131 1.238 619 
78 86 61 2 103 1327 1003 871 162 1.451 726 
80 69 58 2 584 1307 1012 S28 173 1.558 779 
85 75 62 2 589 1298 \071 9'74 182 1.648 824 
90 80 64 2 567 1247 1137 10'71 205 1.685 942 
95 79 48 2 180 1232 1028 t75 188 1.737 868 

Holstein 14 

1.0 0.2 71 2 192 1522 26< 178 30 .257 128 
10 8 78 2 890 1531 274 194 3S .278 139 
21 20 81 2 192 1S12 338 242 41 .348 174 
34 30 72 2 , .. 1·U2 3<2 244 43 . 367 184 

•42 3ll 7S 2 SOl 1454 H2 no GS .558 280 
so 45 86 2 TOI 1510 400 2111 50 . 420 210 

•81 51 51 I 724 1193 512 412 u .589 264 

" Ill 68 2 710 1562 578 482 81 .678 339 
70 83 87 2 724 1593 803 708 Ill .975 488 
14 85 81 2 T2S 1595 882 no 146 1.224 812 
80 89 58 2 133 1813 1058 950 117 1.284 647 
85 76 .. 2 131 1808 1025 9.14 ISS 1.276 638 
90 79 82 2 738 11524 1212 IllS 185 1.511 756 
94 79 51 2 721 1588 1067 987 ISS 1.366 683 

Vapor I ted 
motttW"o 

Totil hut 
proctuctloat 

% 
u 
9.2 

12.0 
lt.O 
22.2 
II. I 

38.0 
80,8 
ao.s 
86.0 
81.4 

7.3 
9.4 
IU 
21.0 
11.4 

3U 
61.2 
83.0 
71.2 
75.4 
76.0 
5t.t 

10.0 
11.2 
IU 
17.3 
21.3 
21,0 

u.o 
14.6 
78.9 
82.2 
83.0 
79.4 
81.0 

t Metabolic welght IOJ.I&a from Table Oi h.a.t prOdueUon from eto ... d-clreu.lt mtlhod.. Table 4, t.flasou.ri Rt
,.&reh BW.leUI\ tSO, 1\'\8; turfaee arta wu computed from the equation: bfaee Area hl sqllll'e meten • 
0.15 (Weight in JCa:, )O. ( See MJ81ourt Rea.earcb Bulletin U, pa,e 10l. 

• The metabolic wetaht lotltl at thoe wmpe.ratu.ru are estimated. 
•• Tbe ula.UYe humidity nlue• art uer...-t• and were not computed (rom tht che.o a.eragea tOT ~- ud 

Wtt.obW.b lempetatarH. 

decrement or C02 increment in cow, about half that in man) . The comparison 

of such curves for sweating (Indian) and non·sweating (European) cattle, and 

of other species (donkeys, mule.s, horses sweat quite profusely), and also before 

and after clipping the protective hair coverings ,,·ill , no doubt, throw further 

light on the involved mechanisms. Clipping the hair would be expected to 

increase the proportion of heat dissipation by radiation and con\'ection, thus 

decreasing the proportion of heat dissipation by vaporization. 
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Fig. 3- Upper segment : The effect of ambient temperature on insensible 
Joss and .,...ater vapor Joss and the relation between the two. Lower segment: 
Effect of ambient temperature on the int rease in the percenta~e of heat pro· 
duction that i:::' dissi pa ted hy e\·aporative cooling for cows and, for comparison, 
on man (chart on man plotted from data by Gage, Winslow, and Harrin~tton, 
as given on p. 30, Mo. Res. Bul. 423, 1948 ). The "hump" in the curve at 40' F 
probably reflects the experimental procedure: The temperature was lowered 
from 40 to o•F, then raised from 50 to 95•F. The same is true of Figs. 4 
and 5. Supplementary data (not shown) on moisture vaporization for the Con· 
trol tows show sli~htly hi~her values at so·F. which would appear to indicate 
that the data shown at 40°F are slightly high and those shown at so·F slightly 
low. 
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TABLE 3-- INSZN!IBLE LOSS AND EVAPORA'ttVE LOSS IN JERSEY CATTLE 

June to A\1(\l.St 1948 

Ttmt;.ratu.re 
Bodv Weloht 

tmoen- Vaporlz.td Moistur~t. D•r hr vaporlted 
Relative No. stble gma 11m1 .l .t~.s. per· I gms per mo1aturt 

-~ I :.~~ Humidity of 
Jqr. I lbs. 

Loss per per 1000 lbs. 500 kg. Totll.i t\oat 
% IOb•or. gmfhr. .... oo. m. body wt. bO<Iv ""· produetlont 

jersey 212 % 

·r 81 I 3N 811 890 8st Ill$ 2.0i5 1048 7U 
85 75 63 8 '" 811 7?5 UT 163 1.755 878 6T.l 
90 79 62 5 U2 862 862 711 184 1.989 ... M.8 

05 82 56 3 3tt 871 890 12"1 182 2.018 1034 77.2 
18 82 51 I SM 176 690 64: 154 1,609 80$ 6U 

102 as 50 I SN 171 1140 lO!U :ISS t.749 1S74 70.8 

IS 56 82 2 3H 887 291 235 5I .SH 291 2M 

<cue of 
.,q>er.l 

fersef 202 

78 74 79 I 395 889 1190 1098 256 2.769 1384 87.7 
85 75 85 7 376 827 907 831 200 2.208 1103 84.0 

tO 70 82 4 sao 836 820 755 180 1.982 ttl 89.4 .. 82 57 3 383 799 1030 982 241 2. 702 13$1 10t.8 

08 83 51 2 360 7&2 695 644 154 1.784 892 IOO.S 
102 88 52 1 363 7&9 800 706 108 2.1U IOH 128.3 
u 55 78 2 STO 814 358 , .. 71 .au 424 35.1 

Cat ttld of 
t.xpu.) 

J ser SIM .. 
80 74 77 I 314 681 850 756 201 2.402 1201 82.0 
84 75 63 4 310 682 810 788 212 2..5-41 12"10 .... 
90 79 62 4 307 675 780 718 183 2.327 1184 80.1 

t4 82 80 3 304 1169 767 70$ It I 2.314 1157 78.8 
N 83 55 1 302 864 660 615 168 2. 032 IOU 88.4 

101 88 54 I 303 BeT 1000 990 268 3.259 1630 112.1 

58 55 78 2 311 684 350 284 71 .848 423 31.2 
(&t tnd ol 

tli(P.er.) 

t Wtt.abolle weiglrt losses e.or:QPuttd from Table Z; bt&t prOduct! on fron:. CIOied-<:lreuit method, Tl.blt 5, 
ReHarcb Bu.llet!D 43S, 194~ Surface area was computed rrom the equauon: SllrCace Area lft aqua,.. mt• 

tua . O.lS CWef&ht in q., .se cse• Mlss~l Research Bulletin at, pace 10). 

The upper segment of Fig. 3 shows a good parallelism between the 

curves for insensible loss and evaporative loss. The plateau in the curves be· 

tween so·F and 1oo·F probably reftects the decline in heat production between 

these l imits as explained in preceding reports (Missouri Res. Buls. 435 and 450, 

1949}. 
Fig. 4 shows good agreement bet,veen curves of individual cows, especially 

during the Winter 1948-49 experiment when the involved techniques were mas· 

tered. The better agreement betwee.n the upper curves in the chart, including 

both large (Holstein) and small (Jersey) cows, shows that size differences are 

eliminated when using surface area as reference base. Moisture vaporization, 

like heat production, evidently varies with surface area rather than body weight. 

The upper curves also show "breaks" with accelerated respiration rate and 

evaporative cooling in the 50 to 65•F regions, and retarded acceleration in 
respiration rate and evaporative cooling in the so•F region with corresponding 

rise in rectal temperature (see Missouri Res. Buls. 435 and 450, 1949). Fig. 5 

is a more practical chart, showing the moisture production of the average cow 

(about 1000 lbs., or about 500 kilograms) ; it shows, as expected, that per 
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1000 lbs. live weight small cows (Jerseys) evaporate more moisture than large 

cows• (Holsteins) . 
ln general, it is evident that between 90 and 100•F a 1000-lb. cow evap

orates about 2 lbs. moisture per hour, not much above that of man, whose weight 

is about a tenth that of the cow. No wonder cows cannot stand hot weather as 

well as man! 

TABLE 4-- lNSE!/SlBl.B LOSS AND EVAPORAnvE LOSS IN HOLSTEL'' CATTLE 

jUne to Aupst 1148 

Tem.ge;:ature Inaen· Vaporized Mol.&turet per hr Vaporized 

Relatl\'e No. Body Weight albic gms I gms ~ -J~~· per em• per moisture 

Dry I Wet Humidity of I lbs. 
Lou per per 1000 lbs. 500 !qt. Total &;at 

.Bulb Bulb '.!> Obse r, ... rm/ht. CO'A' aq.m. body wL body wt • productlont 

Holstain 83 'i> 

80 74 7& 1 S4S 1199 860 764 ISO 1.401 TOO 54,7 

&S 74 u 5 527 1159 t40 846 169 1.602 801 71.0 

90 80 62 • 520 1144 880 785 158 1.508 754 88.9 

95 82 57 5 503 1107 t42 882 180 1.748 874 83.8 

98 as 55 2 492 1082 1155 1101 228 2.232 Ill& 102.9 

62 sa 79 1 514 1131 MO 560 liS 1.087 544 52.4 

bt t-Dd of 
exper, • 

Holstaln 118 

'T 81 1 501 1102 856 715 147 1.(23 712 50 .1 

85 75 86 4 498 1096 100 808 166 1.815 808 70.7 

90 19 82 8 497 1093 845 778 uo 1.5<54 782 88.5 

95 82 58 4 476 1047 998 92& 1" 1.959 970 95.7 

98 83 53 1 491 1080 790 749 ISS 1.525 782 88.4 

61 58 81 2 474 104$ 510 418 88 .880 HO SS.9 

fat e ·ot 
expe:r. , 

Bol.ateln 105 

80 ,. 76 1 sos 1111 800 802 164 l.S82 ?11 87.5 

85 74 80 1 525 115$ 1210 1098 211 2.081 1044 106.5 

90 78 59 1 520 1144 120 754 152 1.448 724 17.8 

94 84 65 1 517 1137 1140 1113 22S 2.148 1074 110.6 

98 83 6S I 525 1151 1030 990 198 1.890 945 84.7 

60 56 78 1 510 112-.?. 450 392 80 .766 SIS 34.2 

fat el.'ldof 

·~r. l 

f Hut prodw:Uon. from closed-clrc.u.ft method. Tlble 5 ; Metabolic wefcht lc»UI c.omJ)Utt:d from Table 2. 
Research BuUttln. 435~ 1949. Sl.lrtace ana was ccmputt<l from~ equation: S\lr-U.ce Aru In squ.&re meters • 

0.15 (Weight In Kg. )0.56 (Seb Ml11ourl Research Bulletin 88, page l Ol. 

'For detailed discussions of the referenc·e base problems, see Chapters 13 to 15, Refer

ence 2. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

1. A method is described for measuring insensible perspiration loss in 

dairy cattle during short intervals wi th a precision of 18 grams. Voluminous 

data are presented and critically analyzed on the influence of ambient tem· 

perature o• to 105•F on insensible perspiration obtained by this method, and 

on evaporative loss computed from insensible perspiration, and from respira

tory exchange data previously reported on Jersey and Holstein cattle. 

2. Insensible and evaporative losses vary directly with surface area rather 

than with body weight, as indicated by the virtual identity of the temperature 

curves for large Holstein and small Jersey cows when the losses are expressed 

as ratios per unit surface area, but not when expressed as ratios per unit weight 

or per an imal. 
3. Per square meter surface area, the insensible loss rises from about 48 

gms. per hour at O"F to 250 gms. per hour at 100•F ; and the evaporative mois· 

ture loss rises from 25 gms. per hours at O"F to 250 gms. per hour at 100"F

a ten-fold increase. Attention is called to great difference between insensible 

and evaporative loss at o•F, and near identity at lOO"F, because at about lOO"F, 

when the cows almost stop eating, the respiratory quotient approaches 0.73, 

when the weight of carbon dioxide produced just compensates the weight of oxy· 

gen consumed, and methane production is virtually eliminated. 

4. At o•F about 8 per cent of the heat produced in these cows was dissi· 

pated by evaporative loss; at about 102"F, when the surface temperature of 

L~e cows becomes identical with the ambient air temperature, of course, n 11 

( 100 per cent) of the heat produced was dissipated by moisture vaporization. 

5. With ambient temperature below 92•F, the ratio curve of evaporative 

cooling to heat production is higher in cattle than in man; at about 92•F, 

the curves for cow and man cross; above 92•F the curve for man rises very 

much more steeply than in cows. Attempts were made to explain these and 

similar species differences. 
6. For practical purposes it may be said that between 90 and 100•F cows 

vaporize about 2 lbs. moisture per hour, virtually the same as the amount vapor

ized at this temperature by man, a tenth the weight of a cow. 
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ABSTRACT 
A method is described for measuring directly insensible (invisible) loss in 

1500-lb. cattle for one-hour inte.rvals with a precision of 18 grams. Voluminous 

data are presented on the effect of ambient temperature 0 to 105 "F on insensible 

loss and moisture vaporization in Holstein and Jersey cattle. The ratio curves 

of heat dissipation by vaporization to heat production in cow and man cross 

at 92"F ambient temperature when about 75 per cent of the heat production is 

dissipated by vaporization. The ratio of heat dissipation by vaporization to 

heat production becomes unity (100 per cent) at ambient temperature 94 •F 

in man and about 102•F in cows. Prior to about 90"F, the heat dissipation 

by vaporization in cattle is higher than in man (at 80•F, cows dissipate by va

porization 70 per cent of the heat produced, but man dissipates by vaporization 

only 25 per cent of the heat production; at 10•F, man dissipates about 18 per 

cent and cow 50 per cent of the heat produced). 
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